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X_Eng_Model Question Paper

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
Time: 2 hrs. 45 min.

Subject: ENGLISH
PAPER‐II

Max Marks: [40]

Section –A
(Reading Comprehension‐ 15 Marks)
I‐ (Questions 1‐5) Read the following passage.
Running is the one of the best ways to give your heart muscle an effective workout. The
average runner burns 1, 000 calories one hour during a training session. If you run in a regular
basis you are continually taking your muscles and bones so the bones are stimulated to remain
stronger and do not easily weaken with age. A regular running habit will lift your mood and build
self – esteem.
Insomniacs take note‐studies show that runners find it easier to get to sleep at night and
sleep longer. Running increases your ability to cope with everyday minor irritations and stresses. If
you are a runner you will find that you have stronger immune system that means you’ll suffer less
from minor illness.
Now answer the questions.
1. The amount of energy that is used per hour when you run is.
a) 100 calories
b) 1000 calories
c) 500 calories
2. Insomniacs mean
a) Those couldn’t get sleep
b) those who sleep deeply
c) Those who grow quickly
d) those who are inactive
3. Which is good practice?
a) Running away
b) running along with
c) running across

3 x 1 = 3 Marks
(
)
d) none of the above
(
)

(
)
d) running about

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
2 x 1 = 2 Marks
4. Mention any two irritations/stresses that you feel?
5. Do the people who run look young? Why?
Answers:
1. b (1000 calories)
2. a (Those couldn’t get sleep)
3. b (running along with)
4. Exam stress, heavy homework, parents scolding’s for higher rank, economic problems (Money
Problems) for (E Grade)
5. Yes, runners do not easily weaken with age. Yes if you run on a regular basis. (E Grade)
II‐ (Questions 6‐10) Read the following ‘POEM’ and answers the questions given below.
Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up in to the fragments
By narrow domestic walls
Where words come out from the depth of truth
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection
Where the clear steam of reason has not lost its way
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever‐ widening thought and action
Into that heaven of freedom, my father, let my country awake.
2
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Now answer the questions. Choose correct answer.
6.
7.

What are striving for?
a) Strength
b) Intelligence
Who is my father in the poem?
a) Tagore
b) Tagore’s Father

2 x 1 = 2 Marks
(

)

c) Desert

d) Perfection

c) God

(
)
d) none of the above

Answer the following questions in your own words.

3 x 1 = 3 Marks

8. What are the narrow domestic walls?
9. What happens when the thought and action do not go together?
10. Which of your National Leaders also preached to speak only truth?
Answers:
6. d (Perfection)
7. c (God)
8. Selfishness, greediness, bullying etc.
9. There won’t be any progress
(Ask the students to read the poem and connect the lines accordingly – like to start from
each ‘Where’ and end their reading at the next line to comprehend easily)
10. Gandhi ji
III‐ (Questions 11‐15) Read the following passage and answers the questions given below. 2x1=2 Marks
All the plants and humans are mode‐up of the four elements, namely Carbon, Oxygen,
Nitrogen and Hydrogen. These elements are available in Air, Water and Soil. The green plants can
observe carbon dioxide and use sunlight and water by a process called Photosynthesis to produce
carbohydrates they are known as producers. Animals and humans get their food by consuming
plants or other animals. They are known as consumers. The chain that links consumers to
producers is called food chain or web of relationships.
Caterpillars feed on green leaves. Caterpillars are eaten by small birds. When the eagle dies it
is decompressed by other insects like the sexton beetle. Which, in turn become nutrients of the
trees?
11. Why do we call eagles as carnivores?
12. What makes plants unique?
Choose the correct options for the following questions from the given options.
13. Animals and human are
a) Producers
b) Directors
14. The food chain given in the passage is
a) Simple
b) Complex
15. The sources of food are
a) Consumers
b) Producers

3 x 1 = 3 Marks
(

c) Actors
c) Compound
c) a & b

)

d) Consumes
(
)
d) Complicated
(
)
d) None of the above

Answers:
11. Eagles eat the flesh/meat of birds so they are Carnivorous.
(The targeted pupils find out the relative words in the paragraph and answer)
12. Photosynthesis makes the plants unique. Or
Plants are the only producers.
13. d (Consumers)
14. a (Simple)
15. b (Producers)
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(Que. 16‐18) Read the passage below and rewrite the sentences as directed below the passage. 3 Marks
(16) The Bishnoi tribe of Rajasthan protected the trees and wild animals in and around their
villages. Bishnoi’s do not cut trees for timber and fuel. In 1730 A.D Maharaja Abhaya Singh (17) of
Jodhpur ordered the soldiers to cut the trees of Bishnoi village. (18) The Bishnoi worship nature
and conserve the trees and medicinal plants.
16. The trees and wild animals in and around their villages. ………………………………..
17. Maharaja Abhaya Singh said “…………………………………………………….”
18. Being worshipers of nature …………………………………………………………
(Que. 19‐22) Read the following passage and focusing on the parts that are underlined and answer the

questions given at the end.
4 x = 2 Marks

Free medicine, clean water and nutritious food. (19) A Stable Climate, daily inspiration,
recreation and secure livelihood’s for all. These are things our (20) ancestors got for free form
nature and what we, by driving its (21) destruction, risk denying our descendants and ourselves of
nature’s (22) bounties.
19. One of the meaning for ‘Stable’ is
(
a) Different
b) Kind
c) a place where horses are kept
d) A cozy place in the world
20. The synonym for ancestors is
(
a) Friends
b) grandparents
c) aunts and sisters d) brothers.
21. The antonym for the word is
(
a) Instruction
b) Construction
c) refraction
d) connection
22. The Word synonymous with is
(
a) Friend
b) kind and generous c) enemies
d) a & b

)

)
)
)

Answers:
16. The trees and animals around the villages were protected the Bishnoi tribe. (Passive Voice)
17. Maharaja Abhaya Singh said “Go and cut the trees of Bishnoi village”.
18. Being the worships of nature Bishnoi’s conserve the trees and medicinal plants.
19. c. Where horses are kept
20. b. Grandparents
21. b. Construction
22. d. a & b
(Que. 23‐28) Read the following passage and rewrite the suitable answer from the given options.

6 x = 3 Marks

70% of the world’s poor live in rural areas depend directly __________ (23‐on/upon)
biodiversity for _________ (24‐there/their) survival. Some 1.6 billion people ________ (25‐
relay/rely) on forests and non‐timber forest products. Approximately 45% of Earth’s forests
_________ (26‐has been/have been) cleared. Forests are _________ (27‐ more/most) biologically
diverse __________ (28‐ then/than) any other ecosystem.


(Que. 29‐32) Read the following lines fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the words. 4 x = 2 M

Mr. Mohan ________ (29‐Telephone) to you from Hyderabad. He wanted to thank you as
he ________ (30‐had received/has received) the book he ordered. He says that the last _____ (31‐
pay/payment) will reach you by tomorrow. The _______ (32‐informed/information) is given to
you.
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Section –A
(Creative Expression‐ 15 Marks)
33. Look at the picture you may write an essay with the following hints.
10 Marks
a)
What is the picture about? What is the impact of it on the environment? What happens
when the earth possesses all these animals and trees? What do you call it?

OR
b).
There was an unmanned Railway crossing at Masaipet, Medak (Dist.) A school bus with 38
school children was crossing the railway line. There took an accident with massive destruction.
This according in the year 2013. One of the children named Ruchita, saved the life of two other
children who were senior to her. For this she was won the Gallantry Award for 2015. Now write a
news report based on it.
34. Samakka‐Sarakka Jatara is going to start at Medaram, Warangal (Dist.) It is one of the famous fairs
of Telangana. It is one of the famous fairs of Telangana. It is the pride of Telangana. Now prepare a
“Poster” issued by the Endowment Department of Telangana.
Answers:
23. On
24. Their
25. Have been
26. Rely
27. More
28. Than
29. Telephoned
30. Had received
31. Payment
32. Information
33. a)
Essay:‐ it must divide every discourse in to at‐least three paragraphs namely The
Introduction, Elaboration and the conclusion.
Usually the first two questions given as input refers to the introduction, the other question
refer to the “TOPIC”.
The conclusion part includes the gist along with your own opinion.
The picture given here is about the different plants, animals and also the human beings
living on the earth. We call it as Bio‐diversity.
The human life and environment on the earth will be in a balanced condition. Serenity,

5
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Greenery, different flora, fauna, herbivores, carnivores, omnivores, purifiers together makes the
world a heaven…………………. (1st Para of elaboration), (Expressions like I support………)
Being an intelligent, man started consuming all the trees, animals which made the
environment as imbalanced one. Famines occur with this ecological imbalance……… (2nd Para of
elaboration is the children can write that means one paragraph in favour and other I oppose/in
opposite).
Conclusion gist in one or two sentences and one sentence as your opinion.
OR
b).
News Report
Head line: Striking words or what the news is about can be taken as the headline form the
input given.
Gallantry Award – 2015‐ for Ruchita
Ruchita the gallant of 2015
Lead line: Masaipet – News: Masaipet is a small village in Medak District entered into the
Gallantry Awards Book with the courage and braveness showed by Ruchita (12).
Body of report: The news is detailed (almost all the part from the input) (facts of the
incident)
34.

POSTER

Samakka, Saralamma Jatara
2016
Come and Join in Fair
The Telangana’s Pride
Programme Starts on
Feb 9th 2016 by
Mr. Indra Karan Reddy
Minister of Endowment

Asia’s Largest Fair
In & at our Telangana
Note: Spl. Bus Services for every Half an hour from District.

Samakka, Sarakka Mandir, Medaram, Warangal
Endowment Department of Telangana
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ENGLISH
PRACTICE MATERIAL
PAPER‐II
TEXT BOOK INDEPENDENT PASSAGES
Questions (1‐5)
TYPE‐1
1.

Many animals are able to communicate with each other very well – but none of them can
talk as we do. That is, no animal uses words. Birds cry out and make sounds that other birds
understand. Smells, movements and sounds are used for communication by animals, through
which they express joy or anger or fear.
Human speech is a very complicated process, which no animals can perform. One reason is
that in a very special way we use a whole species of organs to produce the sounds we want to
make when we utter words.
For human beings, therefore, the use of words means the use of labels or symbols and
then organizing them is a certain way to communicate something. This requires a degree of
intelligence and logical thinking that no animals have. So they can’t talk the way people do.

Now answer the following questions. Each question has four choices, choose the correct answer and
write (a), (b), (c) or (d) in your answer booklet.
1.

2.

3.

Communication in animals is made through.
a) Smell, movements and sounds

b) Smells, hopping and flying

c) Smell, sitting and running

d) Smells, sitting and eating

Animals cannot talk like us as human speech is a
a) Complete Process

b) complex process

c) Confused process

d) easy process

For using words properly human being requires?
a) A degree of graduation

b) logical thinking and vocal cords

c) Intelligence and logical thinking

d) imagination

(

)

(

)

(

)

Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.
4.

What is unique about human being?

5.

What does the use of words mean?

Answers:
1.______________________________ 2.______________________ 3.__________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________________
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TYPE‐1
Questions (1‐5)
2.

Different cultures all over the world celebrate events at different times of the year.
Celebrations have their origin in history, tradition, religion and politics. Some have little over the
centuries and reflect the traditions, values and myths of earlier generations. Some see this is a sign
of society being unwilling to change and progress. Others see it as an essential way of maintaining
traditions and interest in their culture, on the other hand, other festivals have developed and
adapted to change. While observing influences from the societies in which they are held. A good
example of this kind of festivals is the annual notating Hill Carnival held in august in London, which
essentially a Caribbean festival organized by the large West Indian community is living in London.
The flamboyant costumes, the music, dancing and the food have made it now a major tourist
attraction.

Choose the correct answer from the option given and write in your answer script.
1.

2.

3.

For some “Celebrations” are a sign of
a) Joy

b) Family happiness

c) Social system

d) society not willing to change etc.

These “Celebrations” started long back in
a) Social values

b) History, tradition

c) Religion and politics

d) b & c

Some festivals have
a) Undergone a change

b) developed and changed

c) Got on a new face

d) become tourist attraction

(

)

(

)

(

)

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
4.

How are celebration viewed by some?

5.

What has become a major tourist attraction?

Answers:
1.______________________________ 2.______________________ 3.__________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________________
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TYPE‐2
Questions (6‐10) Read the following Poem.
1.

If a tree could talk, what would it say?
“Don’t chop me down, just walk away”
If a river could talk, what would it say?
“Don’t dump in trace, throw it away”
If the air could talk, what would it say?
“The factories must learn to keep smoke away”
If a animal could talk, what would it say?
“Help us to lie, we wish to stay”
If the earth could talk, what would it say?
“Protect me by making everyday earth day!”

Choose the correct answer from the option given and write in your answer script.
6. What is the poem about?
a) To celebrate earth day
b) to protect the nature
c) To shutdown the factories
d) to throw the dust away
7. If a river could talk…….. it is a …………
a) Smile
b) metaphor
b) Ecology
d) personification
Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.

(

)

(

)

8. Are we really respecting the nature? Defend your answer.
9. “Protect me by making everyday earth day!” Why does the earth say so?
10. If a cycle could talk, what would it say?
TYPE‐2
Questions (6‐10) Read the following Poem.
2.

Open your hearts
Like a new flower
Let the hatred in us
Flow away like a stream
Let justice the set in our hearts
Like a stone standing straight
I have a dream that one day
People all around the world
Shall eat from the plate of peace
And say together
“we shall stay so always”
One day
A tree will grow high and strong
In the garden of justice
And live forever

9
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Choose the correct answer from the option given and write in your answer script.
6. The poet wants the reader hearts to be …………… for the easy flow of hatred from them (
a) closed
b) knocked
c) opened and closed
d) opened
7. According to the poet, a just person as solid as a ………….
(
a) stone
b) wall
c) pillar
d) flower

)
)

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
8. What is the central idea of the poem?
9. What is the dream of the poet?
10. Do you like poem? Justify.
Answers:
6.______________________________ 7.______________________
8. __________________________________________________________________________________
9. __________________________________________________________________________________
10._________________________________________________________________________________
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TYPE‐3
Questions (11‐15) Read the following passage.
1.

Bird migration is the regular seasonal movement, often north and south along a flyway
between breeding and wintering grounds. Migration is driven primarily by availability of food.
Threats to migratory birds have grown with habitual destruction especially of stop over and
wintering sides, as well as structures such as power lines and wind farms.
Birds which spend the summer in the higher reaches of mountains come down during the
winter to the lower foot hills or even the planes. Birds are punctual too unless they are delayed by
bad weather. Some birds make the long journey in easy stages, stopping to rest on the way.
Others fly great distances without pausing to rest and feed. Some fly by day, some both by day
and by night, but most of them speed on their way through darkness after the sun has set.

Choose the correct answer from the option given and write in your answer script.
11. During the winter, common birds in India.
(
a) move higher towards the mountain
b) come down to the foot hill
c) Travel in the night
d) remain where they have been staying
12. Birds sometimes get delayed in their migration because
(
a) They lack the sense of time
b) they lose the direction
c) of bad weather
d) they lack the sense of time
13. Birds migrate basically
(
a) for food
b) for sunlight
c) for water
d) none of the above

)

)

)

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
14. What is migration?
15. What are the factors responsible for the destruction of habits of migrating birds?
Answers:
11.______________________________ 12.______________________ 13.______________________
14._________________________________________________________________________________
15._________________________________________________________________________________
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TYPE‐3
Questions (11‐15) Read the following passage.
1.

One day I hopped in a taxi and took off for the airport. We were driving in the right lane
when suddenly a car jumped out of a parking space right in front of us. My taxi driver slammed on
his brakes, skidded and missed the other car by just inches! The driver of the other car whipped
his head around and started yelling at us. My taxi driver jus t smiled and waved at the guy and I
mean he was really friendly.
So I asked “why did you just do that? This guy almost ruined your car and sent us to the
hospital”.
This is when my taxi driver taught me what I now call the “The law of Garbage Truck”.
He explained that many people are like garbage trucks. They run around full of garbage,
full‐of anger and full of disappointment.

Choose the correct answer from the option given and write in your answer script.
11. When the narrator was going to airport in a taxi?
(
)
a) He saw a car in front of him
b) a car jumped right in front of them
c) A car came across right in front of him
d) he saw a car jumped out
12. The taxi driver averted the accident.
(
)
a) With the alert driving
b) by slamming on his brakes
c) By braking his taxi
d) by pulling brackets. Skidding and missing the other car
13. …………….. Full of garbage ……………………….. Here means
(
)
a) Full of dirt
b) full of humane soil
c) Full‐of anger and disappointment.
d) Dirty things
Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
14. Why did the author say that the taxi driver was really friendly?
15. What is the law of garbage truck?
Answers:
11.______________________________ 12.______________________ 13.______________________
14._________________________________________________________________________________
15._________________________________________________________________________________
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ENGLISH
PRACTICE MATERIAL
PAPER‐II
VOCABULARY AND GRAMMER
I ‐ Questions (16‐18) Read the passage given below focusing on the parts that are underlined and
answer the questions given at the end as directed.
16. One day a man stopped Birbal in the street and began narrating his owes to him.
“I’ve walked twenty miles to see you” and all along the way people kept saying you were the most
generous man in the country.
17. Birbal knew the man was going to ask him for money
18. “Are you going back the same way?” he asked.
“Yes,” said the main.
Now answer the questions.
16. Rewrite the sentence using ‘to’ infinitive

…………………………

17. Rewrite the sentence beginning with, it is known

…………………………

18. Rewrite the sentence beginning with, he asked

…………………………

II ‐ Questions (16‐18) Read the passage given below focusing on the parts that are underlined and
answer the questions given at the end as directed.
16.

The next evening, John went to a lonely part of the fort, which over looked the surrounding
country. (16) After watching the sunset, he turned to go back. Ahead of him, he saw a single
Maratha soldier walking head down, as if lost in thought. The next minute john realized with shock
that (17) the soldier was stalked by three men; (18) All at once the three men drew their swords
and rushed up on the solitary figure.

Now answer the questions.
16. Rewrite the sentence beginning with, He watched

…………………………

17. Rewrite the sentence beginning with, the three men

…………………………

18. Rewrite the sentence beginning with, No sooner

…………………………

13
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Questions (19‐22) complete the passage choosing the right words from those given below. Each blank is
numbered and each blank has four choices, (a), (b), (c) and (d)
1.

Sleeplessness is not usually caused by a dripping tap or barking dog or a room that’s
(19) ________ hot or too cold. Those are simply things you might notice while lying (20) ________
but not all insomnia is an illusion (21) __________ most people suffer from temporary periods of
sleeplessness, resulting (22) _________ grief, worry or other psychological problems.
19.

a) too

b) to

c) so

d) much

20.

a) awake

b) wake

c) waking

d) sleep

21.

a) sometimes b) often

c) near

d) course

22.

a) in

c) from

d) by

Answers:

b) for

19. ________ 20. ________ 21. ________ 22. ________

Questions (19‐22) complete the passage choosing the right words from those given below. Each blank is
numbered and each blank has four choices, (a), (b), (c) and (d)
2.

Once upon a time there were two friends. They were travelling through a forest. They had
agreed that they would help (19) ________ in danger. Suddenly there appeared a (20) _______
before them. One friend saw the bear and to save (21) ________ climbed‐up a tree to escape. The
other couldn’t do so. But he understand everything (4) _______ to escape from the bear he lay
down on the ground and held his breath to save himself.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Answers:

a) one another
a) bore
a) themselves
a) at once

b) each other
b) bare
b) herself
b) suddenly

c) among
c) bear
c) ourselves
c) once

d) between
d) hare
d) himself
d) secondly

19. ________

20. ________

21. ________

22. ________

14
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Questions (23‐28) Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate form of the word
given in bracket.
1.

In early 1971, my parent’s ___________ (23‐ decide/decided) it was time I _________ (24‐
move/moved) to Bombay to where father worked. My first few days _________ (25‐ were/are) a
disaster. No one spoke Tamil or Telugu. The _________ (26‐ other/only) languages I know. I
couldn’t keep pace with their writing are ________ (27‐ reading/read). Then one day, a lady with
large spectacles ________ (28‐ wear/wearing) trousers walked the classroom. “Hello”, said my
name is Banu.

Answers:

23. ________

24. ________

25. ________

26. ________

27. ________

28. ________

Questions (23‐28) Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate form of the word
given in bracket.
2.

The human body is like a machine containing _________ (23‐ several/more) systems _____
(24‐ to carry/carry) out the processes __________ (25‐ for/with) life. Each system is _________
(26‐ made/make) up of organs _____________ (27‐ that/those) consists of ________________
(28‐ specialised/specialise) cells and tissues.

Answers:

23. ________

24. ________

25. ________

26. ________

27. ________

28. ________

Questions (29‐32) Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate form of the word
given in bracket.
1.

Yesterday we ____________ (29‐ watch) T.V when a snake ___________ (30‐ enter) our
house. My cousin ___________ (31‐ see) it and started shouting “Snake! Snake!”

2.

I like __________ (29‐ play) football but my friend Raju __________ (30‐ love) ________
(31‐ play) it is parents __________ (32‐ encourage) him since his childhood.

3.

Long ago there __________ (29‐ be) a King is _________ (30‐ have) two sons. One of them
never ___________ (31‐ go) to school because he __________ (32‐ he) blind.

4.

We _________ (29‐ learn) English since we ________ (30‐ be) in class one. We enjoy _____
(31‐ learn) English because our teacher __________ (32‐ teach) English very well.

15
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ENGLISH
PRACTICE MATERIAL
PAPER‐II
::::: KEY :::::
TYPE – I PASSAGE (QUESTION 1‐5)
I) 1. a

2. b

3. c

4. Only human beings can speak it requires intelligence and logical thinking which only human being
have.
5. The use of words means use of labels or symbols, in a certain way to communicate something.
I) 1. d

2. a

3. b

4. Celebrations are view or refused to change by some people, just holding on to the past.
5. The Notting Hill Carnival held in London in august become a tourist attraction.
TYPE – I PASSAGE (QUESTION 1‐5)
I) 1. b

2. d

3. We are not really respecting the nature when we consider the degradation taking place due to
man’s deliberate actions.
4. To bring awareness among the people about the importance of the earth.
5. “Use me more often and not your car which pollutes
I) 1. d

2. a

3. The central idea is to be united and peaceful.
4. The dream of the poet is these should be peace around the world.
5. Yes! Who wishes well for others has a heart of gold, so it is a noble poem.
TYPE – III PASSAGE (QUESTION 11‐15)
I) 1. b

2. d

3. c

4. The taxi driver did not shout back at the taxi driver but smiled and waved him.
5. Usually people run around full of anger and disappointment.
II) 1. b

2. c

3. c

4. Migration of birds is the regular, usually seasonal movement of all a part of animals or birds
5. Due to stop over wintering sites power lines and wind farms.
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::::: VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR :::::
(QUESTION 16‐18)
16. One day a man stopped Birbal in the street to narrate his woes to him.
17. It is known to Birbal (that) the man was going to ask him for money.
18. He asked whether (if) he was going back for the same way.

(QUESTION 16‐18)
16. He watched the sunset and turn to go back.
17. The three men were starting by the soldier.
18. No sooner did the three men draw their Swords than rushed upon the solitary figure.

(QUESTION 19‐22)
I. 19. a (too)

20. a (awake)

21. d (course)

22. c (from)

20. c (bear)

21. d (himself)

22. a (at once)

24‐ Moved

25‐ Were

26‐ Only

27‐ Reading

28‐ into

II. 23‐ Several

24‐ to carry

25‐ for

27‐ that

28‐ specialised

30‐ entered

31‐ saw

II. 29‐ playing

30‐ loves

31‐ playing

32‐ have been encouraging

III. 29‐ was

30‐ had

31‐ went

32‐ was

31‐ learning

32‐ teaches

II. 19. b (each other)

(QUESTION 23‐28)
I. 23‐ decided

26‐ made
(QUESTION 29‐32)
I. 29‐ were watching

IV. 29‐ have been learning

30‐ were
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::::: CREATIVE EXPRESSION :::::

SECTION‐C
MAJOR DISCOURCE CONVERTED UNDER Group‐B (Paper‐II)
1. Biography
2. Essay

Q. No. 33

10 Marks

3. Letter writing
4. Report/News report
5. Speech (script)

Minor discourses covered under Group‐B (Paper‐II)
1. Poster
2. Invitation

Q. No. 34

5 Marks

3. Profile
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A Seizure in to discourses

Biography or biographical sketch
Characteristic features:
(1) Details of the person
¾

Place of birth, date of birth, family details, about school, child hood, studies. (Paragraph‐I)

¾

Interests, entry in to the field of interest, struggles. etc. (Paragraph‐II), presentation of
relevant ideas and information thoughts and feelings.

¾

Events, Achievements – Points of view – Organization and use of cohesive devices.

Biography can also be divided into three to four paragraphs. From the input the details of
the person such as his or her Date of Birth, Place of Birth, Family details, and School days can be
taken in first paragraph.
Interests, hobbies, entry into the field of interests, struggles, practicing, step towards goal
can be taken in the second paragraph. (or more)
Events, Achievements, messages can be written in the third paragraph.
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Essay
Characteristic features:
Title, introduction (Paragraph‐I)
Sentence one and two catch the reader’s interest.
The next sentence gives a definition of the “theme”
The fourth sentence leads to the next paragraph.

Body or Elaboration (Paragraph‐II may be extra)

Main ideas, supporting details and examples, organization of ideas.

Conclusion‐ The last paragraph (Paragraph‐III)

The first sentence summarizes the elaborative part.
The second sentence gives the personnel opinion.
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Letter
Writing a formal letter:
Writing a letter of complaint and letter to a news paper.
Date, your address but not your name goes at the top on the right
The name and address of the person you’re writing on the left.
Salutation (1)
Subject (2)
Topic (3)
o Explain clearly why you are writing. Explain the problem and consequences, next
write what action you wish to have.
Ending →General comment
Subscription (on the right below the ending)
Superscription
Personal Letter:
Your are K. Anand Kumar, Your father wants to celebrate your birthday in pomp and glory
he wants to celebrate it in presence of all relatives, friends and well‐wishers.
Ques: Write a letter to your friend in Hyderabad inviting him to your birthday. Include the details
of the date, time and venue of the celebration.

∗

All the matter given in the input can be taken as the matter (body subject) of the letter in
paragraph‐II just by changing the persons +
o

You can give the detail like my birthday is on March 2nd the party would at
Gayatri Gardens Adilabad from 6.00 P.M onwards. You should attend it
compulsory.
Place: …
Date:…..
Dear friend,
I am safe here. How do you do?
nd
2 paragraph ………………………………….
…………………………………………………………...........
…………………………………………………………..........
…………………………………………………………..........
…………………………………………………………...........
…………………………………………………………..........
…………………………………………………………..........
…………………………………………………………..........…
…………………………………………………………..........
…………………………………………………………..........
My best wishes to you family
member
Yours lovingly
Address:
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Address:
(But not your name)
Date:
Name or Designation/Position
Address of the person whom
Your are writing to.
Dear Sir/Madam,
Sub: Can be taken from the question.
Your and topic introduction in two sentences.
2nd paragraph can be written in the above way (i.e. Taking most of the information from
the input and – denote the action that you want to have).
Conclusion – like please take necessary action.

Yours faithfully / yours sincerely / Yours Truly
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News report
Characteristic features of a news report:
A news report should have
→

Headline: it is usually in four or five words. It should attract the reader and at the same

time, tell about the story or what the news is about.
→

Lead line: it is a sentence which should tell the reader what had happened. Means the gist
of the news.

→

Body of the report: Organization and use of cohesive devices – coherence.

→

Language: Reported speech, passivization, appropriate tense according to the sequence of
the incidents.
(Explained in Q.33 of PAPER‐II English)
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Speech (Script)
Characteristic features of a Speech:
→

→

Addressing
Organization of ideas – use of argumentative / persuasive / interactive language to support your
views and ideas.

→

Citation of Examples, quotation etc.

→

Coherence, Voice modulation and body language (during presentation)

→

Repetition of some words and phrases to give stress and strength to the subject as we
observed in “Wangri Mathai’s” interview like, protection to the human beings, protection
to the human rights, protection to the human dignity etc.

Some Tips:
→

Make the children to the read out Wangari Mathai’s ideas from ‘Biodiversity’ lesson of text
book. So that they can use them in the discourses related to environment, pollution,
biodiversity.

→

Make the children to read thoroughly the ideas expressed by ‘Nick’ in last paragraph so
that they can use them in the discourses related to braveness, courageous, self confidence
etc.

→

Make the children to read the 3, 4, 5 paragraphs of ‘Unity in Diversity in India’ so that they
become capable of writing the discourses based on our country or at least they can use the
ornamental words given in the paragraphs.
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Minor Discourse
es
Poster, In
nvitation
Feaatures:
Occasions and
O
a
purpose
es showing the contextt details off venue, datte, time, saalutation,
invitatio
on, programme, persuassive languagee, organizatiion, layout aand design, rhythm
r
in lan
nguage.
Poster
1. Thee layout shou
uld be simple.

POSTEER

2. Thee title like ‘po
oster’ may n
not be writte
en on the top.
All
A are invited
d for (3)
For
F Children 0‐5 (3)

3. Inteended for pu
ubic (depend
dent on the context)

Sav
ve the Env
vironment

4. Related Slogan
ns, simple reelevant pictu
ures. Like (EEarth) for
onment treees, birds, inseects for Biod
diversity.
enviro

S
Save
the Earth
E
(4)
Programme Details:
P
Venuee:
Date::
Timee:

b
5. Posster prepared/released by

Poster Prepared
P
By::

Invvitation
House warming In
nvitation

arty Welcome to
t you and
Our Hea
your Fam
mily on the ausspicious of
our (3)

HO
OUSE WARMIN
NG at
Venue:

1. Layout (look) may be attractiive with deesigns, symb
bols, and
wn easily)
relative picctures (that can be draw
2. If it a personal occcasion you can add that before the title
invitation like
l “Weddin
ng Invitation
n, House warrming invitattion.”
3. Personal heart touching addresssing such as:
∗
We cord
dially invite
∗
Your gracious invitee

*

Time:(4)
Date:
(Lunch follow
ws)

ntertainment Programme
P
Magic En
From

h
welco
ome to
Your gracious preseence is our hearty
you and
d your familyy

4. Program
mme detailss like occasion, venue, date, timee, special
attraction etc.

Smt//Sri ………………
………………(5)

5. Invited
d by the name of the institu
ution, orgaanization,
departmen
nt etc. accorrding to the ssubject given.
If it is pu
ublic Invitation
ddressing sh
hould be pub
blic
The ad

Profile
Features:
A profile shows the details of a person, but not in complete sentences. When we talk about
any person in detail, it should be in a sequential order right from birth to the achievements.
So the headings usually covered are like Name, Date of Birth, Family details, Studies,
Childhood days, Entry into the field, Struggles, Achievements, Awards, Message.
It depends on the given input to write the details.

Profile
Name

:

Date of Birth

:

Family Details

:

Studies

:

Childhood

:

Entry into the field

:

Achievements

:

Awards

:
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